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This Just In

A

re you looking to buy a home
but worried prices haven’t hit
bottom yet? An insurance company has begun a program that
underwrites any drop in home
prices between the time purchasers buy a home and the time they
sell it. For instance, if a customer
purchases a home for $300,000
and the market declines five percent, the insurer will pay the buyer $15,000 at the time they sell.
Plans are currently available
only through builders and developers, but the insurer anticipates
offering them to consumers in
the coming months. [Source: Real
Estate Digest, Feb. 2009]

If you are planning a wedding – or any major family celebration
– you’re probably crossing your fingers, hoping that everything
goes smoothly. Buying event insurance will protect your financial
investment as the big day approaches.

L

ast December, Mother
Nature did her best to
turn brides and their
families into nervous
wrecks. Just as holiday travel
peaked, storms moved across the
country, leaving snow, ice and
closed airports in their wake. If
your wedding was in sunny Atlanta, but the groom’s family was
stuck in Seattle, you had a big
problem. However, if you had a
wedding insurance policy that

covered event cancellation, you
were able to reschedule without
losing the deposits you had paid
to the banquet hall, the florist
and all your other vendors.
The average wedding costs
more than $27,000, according
to Brides.com. During the planning process, which can last as
long as two years, brides and
their families often spend thousands of dollars on non-refundable deposits for banquet facili-

ties, caterers, photographers and
entertainment.
Event cancellation insurance
is bought most frequently for
weddings, but you can also buy
it for other major family events
such as a bar mitzvah or 50th
wedding anniversary.
Policies are nonstandard, but
can have three components:
Y Personal liability insurance
wedding—continued on Page 3

T

he Insurance Services Office
(ISO) reported insurers will
pay homeowners and businesses
$25.2 billion for property losses
incurred during 37 catastrophes in
2008. Homeowners will receive 63
percent of the claim payments.
ISO defines a “catastrophe” as
one that causes more than $25
million in insured property losses
and affects a large number of policyholders and insurers. 2008’s catastrophes included hurricanes,
severe weather, winter storms
and tropical storms. Hurricanes
caused the greatest percentage
of the insured damage, estimated
at $13.3 billion. Severe weather—
including winds, hail, tornadoes
and flooding—caused approximately $10.5 billion in losses.

Auto

The Promise of No-Fault Auto Insurance
In the 1970s, no-fault auto insurance was introduced with much fanfare and the promise
of lower insurance premiums. What happened? How does it work? And what is the future
for no-fault?

T

he concept of no-fault auto insurance is fairly simple and sounds
like a good idea: your insurer pays
claims for damage to your car regardless of who caused the accident. If you
have an accident under no-fault insurance,
your insurance company pays you for your
medical costs and lost wages. In return, drivers give up the right to sue for pain and suffering, except in cases of serious injury.
Under traditional, tort-based insurance,
claims are paid by the insurance company of
the person at fault. No-fault is supposed to
save money and lower premiums by eliminating three costs:
Y The expense of determining who was at
fault
Y Lawsuits and the accompanying legal fees
Y Pain and suffering payments for minor
injuries
Unfortunately, almost nothing is simple
in the insurance business. While the original
model for no-fault envisioned the elimina-

tion of lawsuits, state legislators felt it was
important to retain the right to sue in cases
involving severe injury. Each state established
its own “threshold” for lawsuits. When injuries exceed that threshold, injured people can
sue for damages. In the early years of no-fault,
the thresholds were low, and so there were almost as many lawsuits as before. Some states
rewrote their laws; others discarded no-fault
altogether.

No-Fault Today
Today, 12 states and Puerto Rico have some
form of no-fault insurance, and 12 more states
have no-fault as an add-on to their traditional,
tort-based insurance. In add-on states, a person’s own insurance company pays for his or
her personal injury, but there is still an option
to sue the other driver.
Has no-fault worked? According to Jeff
O’Connell, professor of law at the University
of Virginia, it’s working fairly well in states
that have good laws. “Having high thresholds
for lawsuits is key,” O’Connell said. “Where
the legislation has watered down no-fault, the

cost of lawsuits is too high to keep premiums
in line.”
Pennsylvania is one state where you can see
the potential savings in no-fault. It is a “choice
no-fault” state, and drivers can choose to limit
their rights to sue the other driver, in return
for lower premiums. According to the Pennsylvania Department of Insurance, more policyholders are choosing the lower-cost option,
which now represents 56 percent of policies in
the state. The average savings per policy is 13
percent.

The Future of No-Fault
True no-fault auto insurance continues to
offer the potential for major consumer savings. A few years ago, the U.S. Congressional
Joint Economic Committee estimated that
if all states adopted a good, no-fault system,
consumers could save more than $47 billion
a year – a savings of more than $150 per car
each year. However, there is no momentum
right now – from consumers or lawmakers –
to make it happen.
One reason is that auto insurance rate increases are averaging less than one percent a
year nationally, according to the Insurance Information Institute, and people in some states
have seen their premiums decline. Second,
both state and national legislators have their
hands full dealing with the poor economy, and
insurance issues are not expected to receive
high priority this year.
Peter Kinzler, president of Kinzler Consulting and an expert on no-fault insurance,
believes that in about three years, the nation’s
stimulus package, increased debt and higher
interest rates will lead to higher costs for all
goods, including auto insurance, triggering
renewed interest in no-fault. According to
Kinzler, “Model legislation exists that would
enable people to choose which system they
prefer and explicitly see the consequences of
their choice, both in terms of the cost of insurance and compensation.”
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Y Cancellation/postponement insurance
Y Additional coverages

Cancellation/Postponement
Insurance

Personal Liability
Insurance

Cancellation/postponement coverage pays
for non-refundable deposits that you lose if a
wedding has to be canceled or postponed due
to events covered by the policy. For instance:

Wedding insurance has become more popular because more facilities are requiring proof
of liability insurance from individuals who rent
the venue. In the past, your homeowners policy
might have provided coverage, but today, most
homeowners policies exclude off-site coverage.
If you do not have a personal liability umbrella,
or if it does not provide off-site coverage, you
may have to purchase a separate liability policy
to rent the facility, and then give the facility
a certificate of insurance. While buying insurance may seem like an unnecessary expense,
it does cover you if, for instance, your guests
damage any of the facility’s property.
The venue may also require “host liquor
liability” insurance, which provides coverage
for any injuries or property damage caused by
someone who drinks alcohol at the event. Venues require the coverage to reduce their own
risk of being sued if a guest is involved in a
traffic accident after the wedding. If you are
planning to serve alcohol, it makes good sense
to have this coverage.
Liability insurance can generally be bought
separately or packaged with additional coverages.
no-fault—continued from Page 2

Y A primary family member becomes seriously ill or dies.
Y Bad weather prevents key family members
from attending.
Y Power outages occur at the facility.
For military families, this coverage is especially valuable, since it reimburses for nonrefundable deposits if a military bride or groom
is unexpectedly called up for active duty.
While the coverage is called “cancellation/
postponement,” the policies do not cover people who simply decide to call off the wedding.
One insurance company does offer “change of
heart” coverage, but with restrictions that make
it unlikely that most couples would qualify.

Additional Coverages
What if the photographer takes your deposit in March, but fails to show up at the
wedding in June? What if the bride’s little
brother decides to paint the wedding gown?
In these two real-life scenarios, wedding insur-

Sudden Versus Slow

Drivers in no-fault states are not off the
hook for the repercussions of an accident. Causing an accident can still cost money due to:

Inside your house, damage from plumbing
and heating pipes is generally covered if you
have a sudden, accidental burst or crack. Insurance usually only pays to repair the water damage, not the pipes themselves. Regular maintenance is still important to save you money and
aggravation.
Going back to your roof…assume that it is
15 years old, and some of the shingles are damaged. After a heavy rain you see water damage
in the ceiling under that part of the roof. It
is unlikely your insurance company will cover
the damage, since your roof deteriorated slowly
over time. Likewise, insurance does not usually

Regardless of where you live – a fault or nofault state – it pays to drive safely.

Y Extra expenses incurred in rescheduling the
wedding
Y Lost, damaged or stolen wedding rings
Y Lost, damaged or stolen gifts
Y Repair or replacement of the wedding
gown
Y Damage to rental property such as tents

What Does It Cost?
A basic liability policy costs less than $200.
For approximately $300-$425, you can buy a
liability policy plus $25,000 in cancellation
insurance.
If you are planning a wedding or other major family event, give us a call so we can discuss
your insurance needs. We want your big day to
be a big success.
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Fault Still Matters

Y Lawsuits: If an accident causes significant
injury or death, damages can exceed the
no-fault threshold, and victims can file a
lawsuit.
Y Insurance premiums: Insurance companies
can use poor driving records to raise your
insurance rates.

ance saved the day.
In the case of the missing photographer,
wedding insurance paid to bring the wedding party back together and to recreate the
wedding scene so a new photographer could
take photos. The painted wedding dress was
replaced, at no cost to the bride.
Wedding insurance packages can be tailored to meet your individual concerns. You
can choose coverage for:

cover dry rot, since it occurs slowly and can
stem from poor maintenance.
Sewer back-up is another major cause of
water damage, and many people do not realize
that their homeowners insurance policy does
not automatically cover it. Coverage has to be
purchased as an add-on (an endorsement) to
your regular policy. In addition, you may not
be able to get restitution from the municipality
that owns and maintains the sewer, since local
laws often limit the municipality’s liability.
If you are concerned about sewer back-up,
give us a call, and we will review whether or
not you have added the coverage.
Here’s to a dry home in 2009.
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Water Damage:
Are You Covered?
When it comes to water damage and insurance, there are
two rules of thumb:
1. If it comes from above, it’s covered; if it comes from
below, it isn’t.
2. If it’s sudden and accidental, it’s covered; if it’s slow
and gradual, it isn’t.

H

ere is what those maxims mean for
you.

Water From Above
When water that falls from the sky – rain,
snow or hail – and causes damage to a home,
your homeowners coverage will usually apply.
Often the cause is not really the water, but
the combination of water and high winds. An
example is a thunderstorm in which the wind
rips shingles off your roof, allowing in heavy
rain that damages the inside of your house.
Most insurance policies cover the cost to repair your roof and fix the water damage.

Water From Below
Insurance usually covers “wind-driven
water,” but coverage becomes less clear-cut
when heavy rains also cause flooding, which
standard homeowners policies exclude. After
Hurricane Katrina, many homeowners who
had not bought separate flood insurance
found that their homes were destroyed, but

they had no coverage. These homeowners included former Mississippi Senator Trent Lott,
who lost his home on the Gulf Coast. He
blamed the damage on “wind-driven water,”
while his insurance company said that storm
surge and flooding destroyed his home.
FEMA (Federal Emergency Management Agency) has mapped the risk of flooding throughout the country. Home buyers in
high-risk areas must buy flood insurance from
the National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP)
to get a mortgage from a federally regulated
bank.
If you live in a low- to moderate-risk
flood area, insurance is not required. However, consider the facts:
Y Flooding is the most common natural disaster in the United States.
Y At least 20 percent of all flood claims are
in low- to moderate-risk areas.
Y When the Mississippi River flooded in
1993, 563 counties, including the entire

state of Iowa, were declared disaster areas.
Y In 2005 the NFIP paid more than $5
billion in claims to more than 200,000
homeowners.
Y The cost can be low. Preferred risk policies
start at $119 per year.
Even if you never thought that your home
could flood, give us a call. We’ll analyze your
flood risk and, if needed, recommend the appropriate coverage.
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An Ounce of Prevention

T

here are several things you can do to protect your
home from water damage. First, give us a call. We
will discuss whether you have flood or sewer back-up insurance and explain any questions you may have about
your policy. Then:
1 Inspect your roof and gutters regularly. Make sure
they are in good condition. Roofing companies are
usually willing to make free inspections and recommend repairs. Make sure your gutters are clean so water drains properly.
2 Change your washing-machine hoses every three to
five years. Worn out, leaking hoses are a common
problem that many people don’t think about until
it’s too late. Replacement is an easy home repair, and
new hoses generally cost less than $20. You can also

add “elbows” to the hoses to keep them from kinking,
further reducing the chance of leaks.
3 Avoid pouring grease and cooking oils down the
kitchen drain. Homeowners are responsible for maintaining the sewer pipe that connects their house to
the main sewer line. Grease is a common cause of
back-ups, so put your grease in your garbage can or,
if possible, recycle it.
4 Install a sewer backwater prevention valve. This
keeps waste from backing up through the pipe and
into your home. You’ll probably need a plumber, but
a small expense can prevent a large and very unpleasant problem.
5 Know where your water shut-off valve is located.
Turning off the water is often the first step in limiting
water damage.

